
The Nazis a warning from history.

Part one. 47 minutes long. Called ”Helped into power.”

11 nov 1918. 
Stabbed in the back by Marxists and Jews.
Would grow into Nazism in Bavaria.
Allied blockade of Germany, even after 11 nov 1918.

In Spring 1919 Soviet republic in Munich 18 months after Bolsheviks in Russia.
500 killed in the streets of Munich.
Freikorps – extreme right wing ex soldiers.
Jews in leading positions in Communist Munich. Levin and Leviné.

Ernst Röhm the man who led SA, joined DAP and met Hitler in 1919.
SA is the brownshirts, the militia of the Nazis.

Hitler member nr 555 in DAP 
Powerful speaker, as witnessed in the documentary.
1923 Hyperinflation 4 billion Mark for a hotdog.
Democracy achieved nothing

NSDAP The Nazis were one among many other parties but Hitler is of importance.
Herman Göring
Heinrich Himmler.
January 1923 Ruhr occupation. .

16 minutes: 
Bürgerbräu Keller on the evening of 8 nov 1923.
National Revolution.
9 November marched but stopped by the Feldherrenhalle.
4 policemen 16 Nazis died

Hitler put on trial, ”The Godess of History will give me right”.
But he knew that the judge was positive.
Nine months prison. Sentenced to five years, spent in Landsberg “prison”.

But the Locarno had had its effects. Happy twenties.

Wandervogel – protests against Weimar decadence.

Germany wake up.
JEWS – notice and remember the answer, still reacting on the innocence of the Jews.
World Conspiracy. 

1928 election the nazis got 2,6 % of the votes.
No influence on the population.
Only four years and eight months later Hitler was Reichkansler of Germany.

But circumstances:
Drop in world agricultural prices 
Wall Street Crash.



Am called in their loans.
5,5 million unemployed in 1931

Five mark to the unemployed every Friday.
Walking around with a spoon in their pocket.

Banks five major banks crashed, more than 20 000 businesses folded in 1931.
Now the middle class is suffering.

Vote increased for Nazis:
Even in places where Hitler never were support tenfolded between 1928 and 1930.
The communists were also gaining support.
People fighting in the streets again – compare too 1918/19 and beyond.
Communist also very aggressive.

The songs are important propaganda. Horst Wessel song the Nazi “anthem”

The Nazi party offered most of all Order, Discipline and the Personality of Hitler.
The Gaze of Hitler – many others speak of this gaze. This is an interview with a very old man, 70 
years after and he still becomes silent when talking about this... Hitler is an honest and reliable 
person. Hitler is not a monster.

Hitler made no secret of the fact that a vote for the Nazis was in fact a vote against democracy.
Hitler “Is it typical German to have 30 parties?”
Neither did the communists talk of democracy.

The Elections in July 1932 made the Nazis the biggest party in Germany with 37 % of the votes.

Now it is only Hindenburg, President of Germany, to appoint Hitler.
But pressure from different sectors of the society, like the economic sector.
“Either SS or Communist”, better if they were SA men.

Forces can´t control both Nazis and communists.

The Nazi party vote dropped to 33 % in nov election 1933.

Von Papen as Vice Chancellor, only two more Nazis in the cabinet, Hitler surrounded by other 
conservatives that could control him. 

Hitler is appointed Chancellor in 30 January 1933.

Now everybody just waits for Hitler to mess up and leave room for the next Government. 
Everybody thinks they can control Hitler. Revolution begins. 


